Manitoba Infrastructure

Build Manitoba with Us!

Explore the exciting opportunities available for civil engineers, with two unique programs offered by Manitoba Infrastructure (MI):

Our **engineering co-op program** helps you train for the future by combining educational studies with real-life experience. Help plan, design and construct Manitoba’s highways and public infrastructure, while broadening your experience within the field of engineering.

Our **engineer-in-training program** offers you individualized multi-disciplinary learning experiences. You’ll be provided with training and development to support your goals of working towards registration as a professional engineer.

MI provides Manitobans with a safe, accessible highway infrastructure system through construction, sustainable management, maintenance, preservation and enhancement. The challenge of continually improving our transportation infrastructure requires individuals with commitment and vision, who want to be part of a dynamic team working to improve the lives of Manitobans.

For more information, please contact:

**Manitoba Infrastructure**
**Training, Development and Recruitment**
**Engineering and Operations Division**
Tel: 204-945-8235
Fax: 204-945-3193
E-mail: mit.td@gov.mb.ca
Website: manitoba.ca/mit